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Abstract

Considering the difficulties, the Census does a

remarkably good job at counting people. This article

outlines the process, and reviews the two current techniques

for evaluating or adjusting the Census. Demographic analysis

uses administrative records to make independent population

estimates, which can be compared to Census counts. Capture-

recapture uses data from an independent sample survey to

estimate population coverage in the Census. These techniques

do not seem solid enough to be used for adjustment; indeed,

they could easily make the counts less accurate.

Author's footnote. D. A. Freedman is Professor of

Statistics, University of California, Berkeley, Ca 94720.



THE 1990 CENSUS AND STATISTICAL ADJUSTMENT

An Overview of the Census

The Census has been taken every ten years since 1790.

It is a sophisticated enterprise whose scale is remarkable.

There are about 9,000 permanent staff. Between October 1989

and September 1990, these staff open 500 field offices, in

which they hire and train 500,000 temporary employees.

In Spring 1990, a Census media campaign encourages people to

cooperate with the Census and asks "Were You Counted?"--

in English, Spanish, and several Asian languages. (Most of

the resources are donated by public broadcast media.) The

Census is ahead of Coca Cola, at least with respect to volume

of advertising (1).
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The population of the United States in 1990 is about 250

million persons in 100 million households, distributed across

7.5 million "blocks" (the smallest units of Census geography).

Statistics for larger areas like tracts, cities, or states

are obtained by adding up component blocks (2). Most of the

population lives in TAR (Tape Address Register) areas, mainly

urban. The Census begins by acquiring and merging commercial

address lists. Each address can be assigned to a census

block ("geocoded") using computer files whose development

started in 1980. Address lists are checked for completeness

by the Post Office and in a "pre-canvass" by Census personnel

who walk the streets and look for omitted housing units.

In pre-list areas (typically suburban), the address list is

developed by Census personnel who canvass the area, making

spot maps to show the location of each residence, which is

then geocoded (3).

In TAR and pre-list areas, Census forms are mailed to

each household, filled out by a respondent and mailed back

(4). Nationally, the mail-back rate was 78% in 1970 (when

the mail-out-mail-back procedure was used in TAR areas), 75%

in 1980, and 63% in 1990 (5). In 1990, for the first time,
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computers are used to log forms in and out, and to organize

"non-response follow-up" (6). Households that do not return

forms are followed up by enumerators: 3 visits (and

3 telephones calls) are made, and then "last resort"

information may be obtained from neighbors, building

superintendents, etc. After follow-up is complete, Census

response rates approach 100%. Forms are microfilmed,

scanned by optical readers (10,000 forms an hour), and

checked for incomplete or inconsistent entries. Errors

trigger follow-up by telephone or personal visit (7).

The Census provides a statistical portrait of the United

States, at ten-year intervals. Geographical detail makes

these data unique. Fortunately or unfortunately, the counts

have more than academic interest: they influence the

distribution of power and money. The Census is used to

apportion Congress as well as local legislatures, and to

allocate tax money-- $40 billion per year in the late 1980s--

to 39,000 MCDs (Minor Civil Divisions) (8,9). For these

purposes, the geographical distribution of the population

matters, rather than counts for the nation as a whole.

Indeed, the Census is used as a basis for sharing out fixed

resources: if one jurisdiction gets more, another must

receive less. In this context, adjusting the Census is

advisable only if the process brings us closer to a true

picture of the distribution of the population-- a tall order.
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The Undercount

The Census does a remarkably good job at counting

people-- with occasional well-publicized lapses (10).

However, it is believed that a small undercount remains.

This undercount has many causes, and is not uniform. People

who move at Census time are hard to count. In rural areas,

maps and address lists are incomplete. Central cities have

heavy concentrations of poor and minority persons, who may

be less cooperative with government agencies.

If the undercount can be estimated with good accuracy,

especially at the local level, adjustments can be made

to improve the Census. Some statisticians believe that

the undercount can be estimated well enough, others are

skeptical: a bad adjustment may be worse than nothing (11).

How can the undercount be estimated? One direct method is

to take a sample of small areas, and count them more

accurately. Census counts could then be calibrated, by

comparison. However, current methods for estimating the

undercount do not work that way, and are quite indirect.

The two methods under consideration for 1990 are demographic

analysis and capture-recapture.
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In outline, demographic analysis relies on vital

statistics (births and deaths) and other administrative

records to make independent estimates of the national

population. Capture-recapture uses survey data collected

after the Census to estimate coverage at the local level.

If the undercount is large, these estimates may be accurate

enough for adjustment. With a small undercount, it is

unlikely that current adjustment methodologies can improve

on the Census; instead, adjustment could easily degrade the

accuracy of the data.

Because of its resource implications, the under-

count has attracted considerable attention-- in the media,

the Congress, and the courts. After the 1980 Census, New

York City (and other jurisdictions) sued the Department

of Commerce, seeking to compel an adjustment based on

demographic analysis and capture-recapture. The Department

resisted this pressure, and was upheld by the Court, which

found "as a matter of fact that a statistical adjustment of

the 1980 census is not feasible" (12).

For 1990, the Department of Commerce again decided not

to adjust the Census, and was again sued by New York City

and some of the other 1980 plaintiffs; the issues in the

two cases seem quite similar. One part of the 1990 suit was

settled before trial: the Secretary of Commerce agreed to

reconsider, and make a new decision on adjustment by July 15,

1991 (13).
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Demographic Analysis

Demographic analysis makes independent estimates of the

national population using administrative records. The

starting point is an accounting identity:

Population = Births - Deaths + Immigration - Emigration

The estimates are made by age, sex and race (white, black,

other), and compared to Census counts. For example, the

undercount in 1970 was estimated at about 3% nationally; in

1980, about 1%. (The 1990 estimate is likely to fall between

1% and 3%.) The undercount for blacks was estimated as about

5 percentage points above whites, in 1970 and 1980 (14).

Estimates cannot be made for the hispanic population

because vital statistics lack information on ethnicity (15).

Data on emigration are incomplete. And there is substantial

illegal immigration, which cannot be measured directly. In

1980, for instance, it is estimated that roughly 3 million

illegal immigrants were living in the U.S.; about 2 million

are thought to have been counted in the Census (16).
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Evidence on differential undercounts depends on

racial classifications, which may be problematic; and

procedures vary widely from one data collection system to

another. For the Census, race of all household members is

reported by the person who fills out the form. On death

certificates, race of decedent is often determined by the

undertaker. Birth certificates show the race of the mother

and (usually) the race of father; procedures for ascertaining

race differ from hospital to hospital. Birth certificate

data are collected by the National Center for Health

Statistics, which uses a computer algorithm to determine

race of infant from race of parents. The algorithm maximizes

the chance that an infant will be classified as non-white.

Changing the algorithm is likely to reduce recent estimated

undercount rates for young black children by 2-5

percentage points (17).

Coverage of vital statistics is another problem, and

demographic analysis uses different techniques for different

age groups, with further variations by race and sex. In the

period 1935-1960, the coverage of the birth certificate

system was far from complete, especially for blacks.

Thus, in order to estimate undercount rates for persons age

30-55 in 1990, birth certificate data must be adjusted for

under-registration; and the adjustment is based on Census

data. In short, before birth certificate data can be used

to adjust the Census, the Census must be used to adjust the

birth certificates (18).
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Prior to 1935, many states did not have birth certificate

data at all; and the further back in time, the less complete

is the system. This makes it harder to estimate the

population age 55 and over. For the period 1925-35, a set

of data for whites was created by Whelpton (19); he estimated

what the data would have been if the states had been in the

birth certificate system; his data are even adjusted for

under-registration that would have occurred. For black

females, another set of imputed data is used, and the number

of black males is estimated using expected sex ratios. There

is yet another set of imputations for persons of other races

(e.g., Asians), completing the analysis for persons age 55-65

in 1990. Finally, persons born before 1925 will be over 65,

and eligible for Medicare. Demographic analysis estimates

the number of such persons starting from Medicare records

(adjusted for under-enrollment) rather than birth records.

Figure 1. Results from demographic analysis:
Estimated undercount rate for black males, by age
group, in the Census of 1960, 1970, and 1980 (20).
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Figure l shows results from demographic analysis-- the

estimated undercount rates by age for black males in three

Census years (1960, 1970, 1980). The shape of the curves

suggests a failure in the logic of demographic analysis.

In 1980, for instance, the undercount is about 10% for

new-borns, dropping nearly to 0% in the late teens, rising

to 18% at age 40-44, then dropping again. A more plausible

pattern is just the reverse: high undercount rates for

teenagers and low rates for the middle-aged.

Moreover, the age group with the highest undercount rate

was 20-24 in 1960, 30-34 in 1970, and 40-44 in 1980. Now

there may be a cohort of hard-to-count people who were aged

20-24 in 1960, and who remained hard to count as they aged

through the Census of 1970 and 1980. A more plausible

explanation is statistical artifact in the demographic

analysis-- including over-adjustment of black births in

the 1930s (22).

The validity of demographic analysis depends on a series

of complicated adjustments to a variety of administrative

statistics. The errors may be small, but so is the under-

count. To make demographic analysis useful for adjustment,

the errors have to be quantified with some precision. This

does not seem feasible (23).
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One limitation of demographic analysis is widely recognized.

The estimates are national rather than local, because data

are lacking on internal migration. Of course, national

undercount rates can be applied to small areas, a process

called "synthetic estimation." For instance, if the

undercount rate for black males age 40-44 is estimated as

18% for the country as a whole, the number of such persons

in every block can be increased by the "adjustment factor"

1/(1-.18)= 1.22. This method is of doubtful utility for

making small-area estimates, since undercount rates must

vary by substantial amounts from place to place.
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Capture-Recapture: The DSE

To estimate the undercount in geographic detail,

proponents of adjustment suggest using the DSE ("Dual System

Estimator") on capture-recapture data. This is easiest to

explain in a hypothetical example: estimating the number

of fish in a lake. You catch 1,000 fish, tag them and

throw them back (the "capture"). Then catch another 100

fish ("recapture"). Say that 90 of the recaptured fish are

tagged, suggesting that 90/100 = 90% of the fish in the lake

are tagged. Then the total population-- tagged and

untagged-- would be estimated as

1,000
- 1,111 (1)

90/100

The idea is appealing, but there are limitations: Recapture

has to be done at random (equal probability of recapture for

all fish), tags have to stay on the fish, and the population

of the lake has to stay the same between capture and

recapture (24).

For the DSE, "capture" means being counted in the

Census. Recapture is by a special sample survey, the PES

(Post Enumeration Survey). The PES is based on a stratified

sample of about 5,000 blocks, with 150,000 households and

400,000 people (25). PES interviewers go through the sample

blocks, list all the households they find, and interview one

respondent in each household.
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The PES is unlikely to have better coverage than the

Census. For example, the Current Population Survey (done

monthly by the Bureau to estimate employment statistics)

seems to be sampling from a population that is 5%-10% smaller

than the Census population. The completeness of the Census

may derive from its community outreach and advertising

campaigns. Such measures are less helpful in a sample survey

like the PES, where few people know whether or not they fall

into the sample.

Since the PES does not improve on the Census by counting

better, the capture-recapture model is essential. In

principle, it may be easy to see whether a fish is tagged.

With people, the problem is more complicated. Records from

the PES have to be matched against records from the Census,

to determine whether a person in the PES was captured in

the Census. However, record matching is a complex and

error-prone process. In general, mistakes tend to create

false non-matches. This reduces the denominator of the DSE,

and inflates the estimated undercount: see equation 1 or 2.
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The Census is taken in the spring and counts people at

their usual place of residence on Census day (April 1). The

PES is done in the summer, with follow-up interviews in the

fall and winter (26). Matching 400,000 records from the PES

against 250 million records from the Census is virtually

impossible. The search area must be restricted, and this

is done by address on Census day.

Determining the right Census-day address for PES

respondents is a critical step, and one that may be quite

hard to do. About 20% of the population moves every year,

late spring and early summer being peak times. In some

areas, roughly one third of the population has moved between

Census day and PES interviewing; 5-10% may be more typical.

Ordinarily, the PES interviews one respondent in a

household. On the basis of this interview, the PES must

determine the usual place of residence for all members of

that household, for a particular day some three to nine

months in the past. This is a tall order-- particularly

for movers and for households consisting of unrelated people

living together, where the roster can be expected to change

substantially over a period of several months. Failure

in tracking people back to their Census day address is

likely to have a serious impact on the estimates.
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The Census does not collect unique identifiers like

social security numbers (27); the matching algorithm uses

name, address, age, sex, race and ethnicity. Of course, some

of the data are inaccurate, on the PES side as well as the

Census side. There are variations in spelling, and some

persons give fictitious names. Demographic characteristics

(even sex) sometimes appear to change from one interview to

another (28).

About 70% of the matching is done by computer; the rest,

by clerks. For many of the records, match status cannot be

determined on the basis of the information obtained in the

Census and the initial PES interview. Such cases are

re-interviewed ("sent to follow-up"). Even so, some cases

remain "unresolved" and statistical models are used to impute

their unknown match status. The validity of these models is

questionable. In 1980, roughly 8% of the PES cases were

imputed. In 1990, the problem is expected to be less severe,

but even a small percentage of missing data spells trouble

when the undercount rate is small (29).

The DSE must deal with erroneous enumerations in

the Census, including double-counting and fabrication (30).

To deal with these problems, and limit the search area for

matches to manageable scale, the DSE uses the "P-sample" and

"E-sample". The P-sample consists of all the people (in the

sample blocks) found by the PES interviewers. The E-sample

consists of Census records for these same blocks.
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An attempt is made to match persons in the two samples:

a match validates both the Census and the PES records (31).

Persons in the P-sample but not the E-sample represent

"gross omissions": they may have been missed by the Census.

(Of course, they may also have been counted in error by the

PES, e.g., at the wrong address.) Persons in the E-sample but

not the P-sample represent potential erroneous enumerations.

Finally, there are persons in neither sample: their existence

cannot be demonstrated directly, but their number is

estimated by statistical modeling. The resulting

classification is shown in a 2 x 2 table:

E-sample (Census)
In Out

In matches gomss
P-Sample omissions

(PES) erroneous notOut enumerations found

The formula for the DSE is (14)

Cen - EE - II
DSE = (2)

M/N

The notation is as follows:

DSE = Dual System Estimate of population.

Cen = Census count.
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EE = estimated number of erroneous enumerations.

II = number of imputations and unmatchable persons

in the census. (Some persons are imputed into

the Census, or counted without enough detail

for matching; such persons have to be

subtracted out of the Census count.)

N = estimated population obtained by weighting

up P-sample block counts.

M = estimated total number of matches obtained by

weighting up sample matches (32).

"Weighting up" may be an unfamiliar term, but the

idea is easy: if you sample 1 block in 1,000, say, then

each sample person counts for 1,000 in the population--

and therefore gets a "sample weight" of 1,000. Population

subtotals (e.g., for matches) are estimated by adding up

sample weights for the corresponding people. In practice,

there are different sample weights in different strata, and

adjustments are made for non-response.

Intuitively, the "match rate" M/N in the denominator of

the DSE estimates the fraction of the population counted by

the Census. The ratio DSE/Cen is an "adjustment factor":

it adjusts the Census count to the Dual System Estimate.
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Post Stratification, Smoothing, and Block-Level Adjustment

Different kinds of people are likely to have unequal

probabilities of responding to the PES, violating the

randomness assumption for recapture. As a partial

solution, the PES sample is "post stratified" by. 6 age

groups, by sex, race, ethnicity, and housing "tenure" (owner

or renter). There are about 1,400 post strata (33). The

DSE and corresponding "raw" adjustment factor are computed

separately for each one. On average, we expect 400,000/1,400 z

300 sample people in each post stratum, and only a few

gross omissions and erroneous enumerations. Resulting

estimates would be quite unstable, due to sampling error.

To reduce sampling error, statistical smoothing

techniques are used to average results from similar

post strata. More technically, regression models are used

to predict adjustment factors using some of the variables

which define strata and post strata, and predicted factors

are averaged with raw factors (34). However, bias (e.g.,

from matching error) remains a problem. Furthermore,

statistics which measure the reliability of smoothed results

can be quite misleading unless the models are valid. With

the DSE, the models are questionable, and there are no

external benchmarks (35).
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To adjust block-level counts, synthetic estimates are

proposed, starting from post strata. For example, take

black and hispanic males 45-64 living in central cities in

New England. Suppose the DSE for this post stratum is 10%

over the Census count, so the adjustment factor is 1.1. Now

suppose some central-city block in New England has a Census

count of 10 black or hispanic males age 45-64. According to

the DSE, there are 1.1x10=11 such persons in the block (36).

One of the 10 real Census records is chosen at random and

copied. The resulting fictitious person is added to a special

"adjustment category" in the block, and comes into all Census

of Population tables for areas that include the block.

This scenario is repeated for every block, increasing the

post stratum count by 10%: block-to-block variability is

ignored.

Some post strata will have adjustment factors below 1.00,

corresponding to apparent overcounts (37). Suppose a central-

city block in New England has 20 white males age 45-64, by

Census count; and the adjustment factor is .95. According to

the DSE, there are only .95x20=19 such people in the block.

One of the Census records is selected at random and a

corresponding "negative person" is put into that block's

special adjustment category. This process is applied

uniformly to all blocks, reducing the post stratum count

by 5%. Real people are subtracted from the Census tables.
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Undercount rates vary from one geographical area to

another, and from one demographic group to another. That is

why synthetic estimates for small areas, based on demographic

analysis, have not been widely accepted. However, the same

problem affects the DSE and makes its block-level

adjustment unsatisfactory. For example, one post stratum

consists of hispanics -- cross classified by age, sex, and

housing tenure -- in central cities in the Pacific Division

(California, Washington, Oregon, Alaska and Hawaii). In

round numbers, the 1990 population of the Pacific Division

is likely to be 40 million with 8 million hispanics, 5

million of the latter being in southern California.

Consider an adjustment for Stockton, a city of about

200,000 people in California's Central Valley, a four hour

drive north of Los Angeles. The hispanic population is

about 50,000; there can be at most a few dozen hispanics

from Stockton in the PES, and a handful of gross omissions

or erroneous enumerations. No stable estimates could be

developed from a sample that small. Instead, estimates for

Stockton will be based on the adjustment factor for the whole

post stratum, and the numbers will be driven by PES data from

southern California. The basic assumption: undercount rates

for hispanics are the same in Stockton as in Los Angeles-- or

Honolulu. There is no empirical evidence to support this

assumption.
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The Los Angeles Test

Quantitative evaluation of the 1990 PES waits on

publication of the data. However, the methodology was

tried in 1986 in the Los Angeles Test of Adjustment Related

Operations ("TARO"). A test Census was done in a heavily

hispanic area with a population of about 300,000. Then,

a test PES was done, estimating an undercount of 9%. This

estimate reflects errors not only in the Census, but also

in the adjustment methodology, e.g., matching errors.

In TARO, special follow-up research studies were done,

and some information is available on the magnitude of these

errors. The data can be interpreted in many ways, and

considerable uncertainty remains (38). Still, over half

the estimated undercount seems to be due to PES errors,

so adjustment by the DSE would move the Census from an

undercount of a few percent to a somewhat larger overcount.

For example, about 5% of the data from the E-sample were

imputed, with significant under-statement of erroneous

enumerations. Alternative and more plausible imputations

reduce the estimated undercount by 2 percentage points.
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Another 3 percentage points of undercount seem to

come from respondents who gave bad address information

at the PES interview. Many of these respondents were

in fact movers but said otherwise, creating false non-

matches and inflating the estimated undercount. (Indeed,

about half this group seems to have moved into the test site

after the test census: such respondents are "out of scope".)

There are many other sources of error. For example,

fabrication by PES interviewers may contribute a percentage

point to the estimated undercount.

Proponents of adjustment reply by estimating how many

movers would have been correctly classified had they given

correct addresses and been in scope, or how many fabricated

interviews would have matched to the test census had they

been real (39). Such estimates seem fanciful.
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Summary and Conclusion

The Census does a remarkably good job at counting

people-- given the difficulties in large-scale statistical

work. Still, an undercount may be expected. Of the two

current adjustment methodologies, demographic analysis must

cope with small errors and inconsistencies in a variety of

administrative data systems; its estimates are made only at

the national level. The Dual System Estimator faces problems

created by incorrect or missing data-- especially for

movers-- which increase the error rate in record matching

and inflate estimated undercounts. Variation in undercount

rates from place to place is a reality faced by both

methodologies.

There is little hard evidence to show that current

adjustment methodologies would improve the accuracy of the

Census, and much can go wrong. In short, the present state

of the art does not support adjustment in 1990.



Footnotes for Census article

(1) Vitt Media International, 1990 Census Campaign

Awareness Study.

(2) A few blocks do cross administrative boundaries (e.g.,

city lines); and are "split" by survey after the-enumeration.

Some persons-- like the homeless-- would be missed in an

enumeration of households. Special crews (including senior

management personnel from the Bureau) counted the homeless

in shelters, abandoned buildings, and on the streets, during

the night of March 20. Advocates for the homeless have

criticized this count as incomplete, but much of the

controversy may be definitional: for example, people in

half-way houses are counted by the Census in group quarters,

not as homeless.

Group quarters, like half-way houses, jails, and college

dormitories, are enumerated separately. For example, lists

of occupied rooms in dormitories are obtained from colleges;

questionnaires are distributed to these rooms and

enumerators follow up if there is no response or the

number of responses is below the control total supplied by

the college.
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(3) There are also list/enumerate areas (mainly rural).

Unlabeled census forms are distributed by postal carriers;

enumerators go through the area, listing addresses, marking

them on maps, and collecting forms.

(4) In most rural pre-list areas, enumerators deliver forms,

to be mailed back by respondents.

(5) Vacant units are included in denominators of percentages.

(6) Other innovations for 1990: enumerators were allowed to

work part time; exemptions were obtained, so persons on AFDC

or military pensions could work for the Census without losing

benefits.

(7) Another trigger: The Census form has space for seven

persons. If the form is completely filled out, there may be

eight or more persons in the household, and the respondent

did not know what to do; an enumerator calls to check.

(8) MCDs include towns, cities and counties. Tax allocation

formulas are quite complicated, and the actual impact of an

undercount is a matter of debate; estimates range from a few

dollars per person to a few hundred dollars.
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(9) Results from "local review" drew headlines. The Bureau

gives preliminary counts of housing units to all 39,000 MCDs

for review; there were 6,600 challenges, based on local

administrative records. However, local records are often

out of date, and few of the challenges seem well founded.

For example, the City of Boston claimed the Bureau had missed

300 housing units on a block that turned out to be a park--

the Boston Common.

(10) See e.g. J. Gleick, New York Times Magazine, pp22-27,

July 15, 1990.

(11) C.F. Citro, M.L. Cohen, eds., The Bicentennial Census:

New Directions for Methodology in 1990 (National Academy

Press, Washington, D.C., 1985); chapter 4 dscusses evaluation

and chapter 7, adjustment.

E.P. Ericksen, J.B. Kadane, J. Amer. Statist. Assoc. 80, 98

(1985).

D.A. Freedman, W.C. Navidi, Statistical Science 1, 1 (1986).

E.P. Ericksen, J.B. Kadane, J.W. Tukey, J. Amer. Statist.

Assoc. 84, 927 (1989).

R.J. Beran and 12 other statisticians, Statement on Census

Adjustment, presented to the U.S. House of Representatives

Subcommittee on Census and Population, March 3, 1988.
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(12) The 1980 case was decided in 1987: Cuomo et al. v.

Baldrige et al. 674 F. Supp. 1089 (S.D.N.Y.). Some excerpts

from the digest and opinion:

"State, city, and their officials brought action against

Secretary of Commerce, Director of the Bureau of-the Census,

and other officials seeking statistical adjustment of 1980

decennial census. The District Court, Sprizzo, J., held that

state and city failed to establish that statistical

adjustment of decennial census was technically feasible."

"....it is essential to any such adjustment that a technically

feasible adjustment methodology exist which gives a truer

picture of the United States population on a state-by-state

basis for apportionment purposes, and a sub-state-by-sub-

state basis for federal funding purposes....If it does not,

then no adjustment can or should be made...because... both

congressional seats and revenue sharing funds are fixed

quantities, and an increase in the population in one state or

sub-state area will adversely affect the shares of other

localities....
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"Notwithstanding the complexity of the facts..., this action

presents one issue to be resolved by the Court: whether the

plaintiffs have sustained their burden of proving that a

statistical adjustment of the 1980 census will result in a

more accurate picture of the proportional distribution of the

population of the United States on state-by-state and

sub-state-by-sub-state basis than the unadjusted census. The

Court finds as a matter of fact that the plaintiffs have not

sustained that burden, and the action must therefore be

dismissed...."

(13) City of New York et al. v. Department of Commerce et

al., Docket No. 88 Civ. 3474 (U.S. District Court, E.D.N.Y.).

The 1990 suit was filed before the Census was taken, and in

the Eastern District of New York (Brooklyn), rather than the

Southern District (Manhattan). In 1980 as well as 1990, New

York City was represented by Cravath Swaine and Moore, a

leading commercial litigation firm.

Pursuant to the settlement, draft guidelines for making the

decision on adjustment were published by the U.S. Department

of Commerce (Federal Register 54, 51002, Dec. 11, 1989) and

comments were solicited. The comments, responses, and final

guidelines were also published (Federal Register 55, 9838,

March 15, 1990). The court upheld the guidelines against a

challenge by New York, which sought an order declaring them
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invalid. The court ruled too that adjustment was in

principle constitutional. 739 F. Supp. 761 (E.D.N.Y.

1990).

(14) R.E. Fay, J.S. Passel, J.G. Robinson, C.D. Cowan,

The Coverage of the Population in the 1980 Census.

(U.S. Department of Commerce, Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C., 1988). In 1980, demographic analysis

series DA-2 estimated the national undercount rate for

whites-and-other-races as 0.7 of 1%; the rate for blacks was

5.9%; blacks were about 12% of the population: Table A.80.3.

(15) Estimates of the national undercount rate for non-black

hispanics in 1980, made by capture-recapture methods, ranged

from 0 to 8%; see (14), Table 7.1.

(16) R. Warren, J.S. Passel, Demography 24, 375 (1987);

Fay et al. (14).

(17) J.S. Passel (1990). Demographic Analysis: A report on

its utility for adjusting the 1990 Census. Technical Report,

Urban Institute, Washington, D.C. Changes mainly affect

children below the age of 10 in 1990.
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(18) The adjustment is done by capture-recapture. Capture

is in a sample of birth certificates; recapture, in the census.

See Vital Statistics of the United States, 1960 Volume I-

Natality. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Figure 1.1 on p1.1 shows the estimated completeness

of birth registration data.

There are more recent tests based on the Current Population

Survey. See Test of Birth Registration Completeness 1964 to

1968. (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1973).

(19) P.E. Whelpton, Vital Statistics, Special Reports,

Selected Studies, Vol. 33 No. 8, U.S. National Office of

Vital Statistics (1950).

(20) The estimates depend to some extent on the assumed

number of illegals in 1980, taken as 3 million. Data are

from Fay et al. (14).

(21) Ericksen and Kadane (11).

(22) Passel (17); J.G. Robinson, P. Das Gupta, and B.

Ahmed, A case study in the investigation of errors in

estimates of coverage based on demographic analysis: black

adults aged 35 to 54 in 1980. Technical Report, Bureau of

the Census. Passel p.27 suggests that black males age

15-19 may be easy to count, because many of them are in

institutions (e.g., army barracks). However, about 90% of

black males age 15-19 are outside institutions, and the
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undercount rate for this non-institutional group is under 1%,

which is remarkably low. Passel argues too that demographic

analysis can be modified to eliminate the artifact in figure 1,

without much change in the estimated undercounts. That

may only demonstrate the flexibility of the apparatus.

(23) Passel (17) is more optimistic. Also see J.G. Robinson,

P. Das Gupta, and B. Ahmed, Evaluating the quality of

estimates of coverage based on demographic analysis,

Technical Report, Bureau of the Census.

(24) There are many models for capture-recapture; e.g.

C.D. Cowan, D. Malec, J. Amer. Statist. Assoc. 81, 347

(1986).

(25) Strata are defined on the basis of geography and

demographic characteristics from the 1980 Census.

(26) The PES cannot start until Census fieldwork is virtually

complete, to preserve independence.

(27) Census data are kept confidential. But many people seem

not believe this, and are reluctant to cooperate because they

do not want their forms turned over to other government

agencies-- like the I.R.S. Asking for social security

numbers is likely to make such respondents even less

cooperative.
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(28) Illustrative citations are given on error rates in

matching: errors of several percentage points in size are

not unusual; newer algorithms may be better. Reports from

TARO and the Dress Rehearsal (38) suggest that even with good

data, matching errors will be 1% or more.

T.Z. Hambright, Comparability of Marital Status, Race,

Nativity, and Country of Origin on the Death Certificate and

Matching Census Record: United States-May-August 1960. U.S.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, N.C.H.S.

Series 2 Number 34. (U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C., 1969)

J.D. Curb, C.E. Ford, S. Pressel, M. Palmer, C. Babcock, C.M.

Hawkins, Amer. J. Epidemiol. 121, 754 (1985).

C.E. Johnson, Jr., Consistency of reporting of ethnic origin

in the Current Population Survey. Technical Paper No. 31,

Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, 1974.

E. Rogot, M. Feinleib, K.A. Ockay, S.H. Schwartz, R. Bilgard,

J.E. Patterson, Amer. J. Publ. Health 73, 1265 (1983).

M.A. Jaro, J. Amer. Statist. Assoc. 84, 414 (1989).
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(29) In 1980, 6 different sets of imputations were

considered; and there were two "P-samples" (April and August

CPS) for recapture. National undercount estimates ranged

from -1.0% to 2.1%: see Table 7.1 in (14). Models have

impact. (For present purposes, reweighting is considered

an imputation.)

(30) An "erroneous enumeration" is a person counted in

error, e.g., a baby born on April 2. Some people are double-

counted, e.g., at their regular homes and at vacation homes.

A "fabrication" is made up, or "curbstoned" by an enumerator.

Failure to take these problems into account could lead to an

over-estimate of the population. Similar problems in PES

data are not dealt with; such errors, as well as matching

errors and bad address information all tend to bias the

estimated population upwards. "Correlation bias" (dependence

between capture and recapture or heterogeneity in recapture

probabilities) may be a partial offset; so far, all attempts

to quantify this bias at the local level seem quite

speculative.
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(31) Census records are searched for a match in the block

where the PES person is found, and surrounding blocks. (For

movers, the search starts in the block where the person is

reported to have lived on Census day.) To avoid bias, levels

of effort on the E-side (e.g. to identify duplications or

erroneous enumerations) should correspond to those on the P-

side, and search areas should be comparable. However,

virtually all the potential erroneous enumerations are

sent to follow-up; many gross omissions do not go to

follow-up.

(32) Movers in the PES are weighted up according to the block

in which they are found, but contribute to the estimated

population and number of matches according to reported place

of residence on April 1, 1990.

(33) The demographic categories are not fully crossed with

the geographical stratification: certain cells are collapsed

at the end. Five Asian post strata (crossed by age, sex and

tenure) were added in fall 1990, following protests by the

Asian community. The original design would have made

undercount rates for Asians match those for whites-- by

assumption. The heterogeneity problem remains for other

groups.

(34) It is also proposed to adjust the factors so that at the

national level the capture-recapture estimates agree with

results from demographic analysis.
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(35) For the 1980 Census, it was possible to quantify the

impact of assumptions on estimates of undercount and standard

errors, at least to some extent. Some observers found that

results depended strongly on assumptions; others disagreed (11,12).

(36) Typically, this process leads to fractional numbers of

people in blocks, which are rounded to integers before

proceeding. Rounding is "controlled" so that totals do

not change.

(37) For 1980 data on overcounts, see Fay et al. (14). Their

Table Dl shows that in 1980, for white-and-other-race males,

PEP 2-9 estimated an overcount in 7 out of 17 age groups (45

and up). The pattern for women was similar (Table D2). From

Table 7.5, PEP 2-9 estimated an overcount for 11 out of 50

states. PEP 2-9 was the particular version of the DSE

favored by plaintiffs' experts in 1980 (11,29).

(38) G. Diffendahl, Survey Methodology 14, 71 (1988); N.

Schenker, Survey Methodology 14, 87 (1988); H. Hogan, K.

Wolter, Survey Methodology 14, 99 (1988). C.D. Jones,

Evaluation of TARO. Technical Report, Bureau of the Census

(1988).
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The "Dress Rehearsal" in 1988 afforded another test of

adjustment methodology; again, the data may be interpreted

in different ways.

M.M. Mulry and K. K. West, Evaluation Follow-Up for The 1988

Post Enumeration Survey. Technical Report, Bureau of the

Census (1990).

M. Mulry and B. Spencer, Total error in PES estimates

of population: The Dress Rehearsal Census of 1988.

Technical Report, Bureau of the Census (1990).

(39) See e.g. Hogan & Wolter (38) pplO5-106.

(40) I testified for the Department of Commerce in the 1980

Census adjustment cases, and am working for the Department

of Justice on the 1990 case. This article expresses

my views, which may not be shared by the Department

of Justice. L. Bazel (San Francisco), L. Breiman

(Berkeley), P. Diaconis (Harvard), E. Hoag (California

Department of Finance), S. Klein (RAND), W. Kruskal

(Chicago) and A. Tversky (Stanford) all made useful

comments. So did P. Bounpane, G. Robinson, C. Jones, and

J. Thompson (Bureau of the Census). J. Passel (Urban

Institute) also deserves thanks. Support from the Miller

Institute is gratefully ackowledged.
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